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Abstract

The Personal Web is the people-centric instan-
tiation of the Smart Internet where informa-
tion systems, services and web content are ar-
ticulated by users according to their matters
of concern. To realize the vision of the Per-
sonal Web, the Smart Internet requires infras-
tructure to support the user in the integra-
tion of personal data and the composition of
personal services within a highly dynamic con-
text that constitutes the user’s Personal Web
Sphere. To address these requirements, we pro-
pose a user-driven context management frame-
work, built on the top of the basic enabling
infrastructure of the Personal Web, to support
users in the run-time modification of personal
context models. The core of our proposal is the
management of monitoring concerns by imple-
menting feedback loops, where the user acts as
the planner of the controller to adapt the mon-
itoring strategy by means of using web inter-
actions to modify the personal context models.
These context models, deployed at three di!er-
ent levels of abstraction, represent monitoring
concerns by defining abstract types of contex-
tual entities, the relationships among them and
the interactions that the user can instantiate to
drive web integration.
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1 Introduction

The Personal Web is a concrete realization of
the Smart Internet that focuses on the user as
the center of web integration [7]. Thus, Smart
Interactions are required to support, from a
people-centric perspective, the discovery, ag-
gregation and delivery of resources from the In-
ternet. Moreover, Smart Services must provide
the infrastructure required by these interac-
tions to assist users in web integration [8]. The
vision of the Personal Web is to enable regular
web users (i.e., people with non-specific tech-
nical skills) to control the integration of web
resources according to their personal matters
of concern. The semantics that define relevant
types of web resources, the relationships among
them, and the way how the user interacts with
these entities is defined as the Personal Web
Sphere. In this way, the user’s personal web
sphere defines the environmental context that
a!ects the web integration performed by the
user.

Due to the complex, volatile and transient
nature of context, the Personal Web requires
innovative approaches to assist the user in man-
aging the information that can a!ect the in-
teractions with web resources. To address
this complexity, we exploit feedback loops and
context-awareness techniques to propose a con-
text management framework that supports and
empowers the user in integrating web resources
(web context entities) according to personal
matters of concern. Our approach, built on the
top of the Personal Web’s enabling infrastruc-



ture proposed by Ng [7], supports the user in
the modification of personal context models to
drive the integration of web resources at run-
time. These personal context models, modi-
fied by the user through simple but meaning-
ful web interactions, feed our context manage-
ment infrastructure back to discover personal
web-enabled context instances that can be in-
tegrated to the user’s personal context models,
feeding back the context management system.

In this paper, we propose a user-driven con-
text management framework to discover per-
sonal context entities and enable the user in
the dynamic integration of these entities to
her personal web sphere. With our approach,
we support four of the five conceptual prin-
ciples and the whole set of technical princi-
ples defined by the vision of the Personal Web
[7]. With respect to the conceptual principles,
(i) the user is the center of the web integra-
tion acting as the planner of our context man-
agement controller; (ii) the scope and seman-
tics of the web integration is controlled by our
context management framework according to
personal context models (the user’s personal
web sphere); (iii) context-aware interactions
between the user and entities of the real world
are controlled by the user to accommodate con-
text management concerns according to every
day situations, by means of adapting personal
context models; and (iv) these context man-
agement concerns are persistent in the form of
personal context models that are re-used every
time the user interacts with the corresponding
personal web sphere. Regarding the techni-
cal principles, (i) having personal web-enabled
context entities (web resources), the interac-
tions defined by personal context models enable
the user to compose desired entities into her
personal web sphere readily; (ii) as our frame-
work is based on the basic enabling infrastruc-
ture of the Personal Web, characteristics of de-
sign for open integration and simplicity of op-
erations for web integration are preserved; and
(iii) our modeling approach, deployed on the
Personal Web’s three layered meta-model, sup-
ports the instantiation of interactions between
the user and instances of context entities, as
well as the relationships among these entities
that are relevant for the user’s interactions.

The remainder of this position paper is or-

ganized as follows. Section 2 describes the sce-
nario used throughout the paper to explain the
components of our framework. This scenario
will drive our validation. Section 3 explains
our context management framework, as well as
the integration of the basic enabling infrastruc-
ture of the Personal Web and its three-layered
meta-model into our proposal. Finally, Section
4 discusses important aspects of enabling user-
driven web integration by means of dynamic
context management.

2 A Motivating Scenario

Imagine a user who is working on her web-
based calendar. Her current concerns are re-
lated to two particular events, the anniversary
dinner with her husband and her next busi-
ness trip. Her personal web is required to assist
the user in di!erent context-aware, on-line ac-
tivities concerning each event. Whenever she
works on a particular event, the smart Inter-
net supported by our dynamic context man-
agement infrastructure ought to suggest per-
sonal web-enabled data and services according
to her matters of concern. These personal web-
enabled elements, which we call personal con-
text entities, are displayed on her web either
because they are already within her personal
web or because they are related to her current
situation. Moreover, personal context entities
previously existing in her personal web have a
defined relationship with the user. On the con-
trary, personal entities suggested according to
her matters of concern only will become part
of her personal web when the user defines a re-
lationship with them. These relationships are
defined by the interactions between the user
and the personal web enabled context entities
discovered by our context management infras-
tructure at run-time.
Imagine the user is working on the anniver-

sary dinner event. Her personal web displays
linked data such as the invitation email sent by
her husband to her. This email is a personal
context entity (already existing in her personal
web) that contains context information such
as the restaurant where the dinner will take
place. Based on her personal web context mod-
els enabled by our context management infras-



tructure, it is possible to suggest web services
such as on-line shopping services according to
the user’s preferences and situation. Suppose
she interacts with her favorite designer’s fash-
ion boutique web service. As the woman is al-
ready registered in the boutique’s system, this
web service previously linked to her personal
web displays a custom dress catalog taking into
account the current user’s matter of concern
(e.g., context information related to the din-
ner, location and clothing preferences). Then,
she places an on-line order buying that new
fancy dress she wants to wear for the anniver-
sary dinner. As she pays using her credit card,
the on-line banking service is also added to her
personal web for future on-line shopping activ-
ities. Finally, while the user browses the bou-
tique’s web site, she interacts with some of the
boutique’s partner web services to order shoes
and accessories suitable for her nice new dress.
These URL resources are also added to her per-
sonal web as new personal linked services.

Because users’ concerns vary according to
current situations, one user can have more than
one personal web instance. Suppose our user
gets a calendar alert concerning her next busi-
ness trip. Using her personal web models for
traveling and shopping concerns, the smart In-
ternet infrastructure suggests personal web ser-
vices to buy air tickets, book a hotel and rent
a car for this trip. As the woman browses the
web, new personal context entities are added to
her personal shopping web. Nevertheless, exist-
ing personal linked services such as her credit
card payment service must be integrated to the
current shopping activity. It is important to
point out that shopping concerns di!er for each
event. Thus, a personal web infrastructure sup-
ported by the smart Internet is required to as-
sist the user in her web experience taking into
account her current situation.

In this motivating scenario the user acts as
the main controller in the definition of her per-
sonal web. Supported by our context manage-
ment infrastructure built as part of the smart
Internet infrastructure, the user will be able
to define new relationships with personal web-
enabled context entities at run-time. This mo-
tivating scenario is used throughout the follow-
ing sections to explain how, exploiting feedback
loops and context awareness techniques, we can

manage dynamic context to assist users in driv-
ing web integration as proposed by the Personal
Web.

3 Dynamic Context Man-
agement for the Personal
Web

Figure 1 illustrates the dynamic context man-
agement framework we propose to assist users
in driving web integration in the Personal Web.
Our approach is based on the feature-oriented
reference framework we proposed for evaluat-
ing and implementing context management in-
frastructure, as required by the Smart Internet,
and on the context management infrastructure
we proposed for realizing dynamic monitoring
in SOA governance [12, 11]. As we discussed in
[12], the first big challenge related to context-
awareness in the Smart Internet is the identi-
fication of relevant context for a specific set of
interactions or user’s matters of concern. The
second challenge is then the modeling of these
requirements in such a way that the represen-
tation of context is able to adapt itself dynam-
ically as the application’s environment and the
user’s concerns change. Once relevant context
and context management objectives are mod-
eled, the third challenge is to design and imple-
ment a dynamic context management infras-
tructure able to support the gathering, han-
dling, and exploitation of context according to
the model.
To propose this framework, we hypothesize

that web integration can be addressed by in-
tegrating the user into a context management
feedback loop. In this feedback loop, the user
acts as part of the controller, specifically as the
planner, to modify models of the real world
that support the run-time instantiation of ex-
isting or new types of context entities within
the user’s Personal Web Sphere. To realize
context modeling, we integrate the context tax-
onomy, the feature-based models and the con-
text meta-model we proposed in previous works
[11, 12] with the three layered meta-model envi-
sioned as part of the basic infrastructure of the
Personal Web [7]. To realize dynamic context
management, our user-centric feedback loop



supports the discovery and monitoring of rel-
evant entities, and the adaptation of personal
context models according to the user’s interac-
tions with these entities.

3.1 Modeling Personal Context
Entities

Context modeling is an important component
of the context information life cycle in the Per-
sonal Web. Personal context models represent
the relevant aspects of the interactions between
the user and entities of the real world, as well as
the relationships among these entities that can
a!ect the user’s interactions. In our approach,
entities of the real world that are relevant for
the user’s personal web sphere are known as
personal context entities. To represent personal
context entities, we define context models on
three di!erent levels of abstraction based on
the three-layered meta-model proposed for the
Personal Web [7]. These three layers corre-
spond to the concept layer, the model layer
and the instance layer. According to Fig. 1,
the concept layer is composed of a founda-
tional feature-based meta-model that defines
the types of context entities and the relation-
ships among them according to the general con-
text taxonomy we proposed for the Smart In-
ternet [12]. This meta-model is complemented
with domain specific ontologies to instantiate
the domain specific personal context models
that define the model layer. Finally, the actual
instances of the personal context models, which
are derived from the interaction between the
user and personal web enabled context entities
(web application layer), constitute the instance
layer.

3.1.1 The Concept Layer: The Founda-
tional Context Representation

The feature-based meta-model for dynamic
context management and the context taxon-
omy we proposed in [11, 12] provide the ab-
stractions for the instantiation of personal con-
text models. This feature-based meta-model
defines the abstract context data types and
the relationship among them. Relationships
among context entities support the instantia-
tion of both the relationships between the user
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Figure 1: User-driven dynamic context mon-
itoring framework for the Personal Web. The
user acts as the planner of the feedback loop by
modifying context models that drive the dis-
covery and monitoring of personal data and
personal web services according to the user’s
concerns. Personal context models are defined
at three levels of abstraction as proposed by
the Personal Web.



and entities of the real life, and the relation-
ships among these entities. This meta-model
also defines the abstractions that represent rel-
evant properties of these entities. The abstract
definition of the relationships between the user
and context entities will enable the linking of
personal data and personal services at the in-
stance level. To realize the instantiation of per-
sonal web context models from this abstract
representation, domain-specific ontologies com-
plement the concept layer to express seman-
tic dependencies between instances of context
information in particular web domains [10, 3].
For our motivating scenario, the concept layer
defines the abstract types required for the in-
stantiation of the personal context models that
represent the context entities relevant for the
personal shopping web sphere and the personal
calendar web sphere of the user. The meta-
model together with domain-specific ontologies
also defines the instantiation of valid interac-
tions between the user and the relevant context
entities. Instances of these interactions are a
“debit” interaction with the “credit card” ser-
vice entity, a “buy” interaction with a “dress”
product entity through a “shopping car” ser-
vice entity, and an “attend” interaction with
an activity context entity such as the anniver-
sary dinner or the business trip.

3.1.2 The Model Layer: Personal Con-
text Models

From the abstract representation of context en-
tities and the relation among them supported
by web domain-specific ontologies in the con-
cept layer, the model layer instantiates ba-
sic domain-specific personal context models
required by the user’s personal web sphere.
These models are used to represent actual types
of personal context entities that can be rel-
evant for the user, the valid interactions be-
tween the user and these entities, and the rela-
tionships among these context entities required
to support the user’s interactions. Moreover,
these concrete models define the information
that characterizes the situation of entities the
user interacts with. Personal context instances
that define the user’s personal web sphere in
the instance layer are derived from personal
context models of this layer. Revisiting our

motivating scenario, a particular instance of
personal context model for a shopping concern
should include context entities such as “prod-
uct”, “on-line vendor”, “financial institution”,
“credit card”, “on-line shopping car”, “calen-
dar event”; user interactions such as “buy” a
product, “attend” an event, “debit” from a
credit card; and relationships among types of
context entities such as “partnership” among
di!erent on-line vendors. Supported by our
monitoring feedback loops, the user drives the
adaptation of these personal context models ac-
cording to her web integration concerns.

3.1.3 The Instance Layer: Personal
Context Entities

As depicted in Fig. 1, the instance layer is
composed of the context management feedback
loop including the knowledge base. Personal
context instances derived from the model layer
are part of the knowledge base of the user’s per-
sonal web sphere. Personal context instances
represent entities of the real world and the way
how the user interacts with them. They also
model the relationships among these entities
that are relevant for the user’s interactions. Ex-
amples of context instances from our motivat-
ing scenario are the “dress” that the user is
buying, the “fashion store” where she is plac-
ing the purchase order, her “financial institu-
tion”, her “credit card”, the “shopping car”
where the dress, the shoes and the accessories
are registered in, the “anniversary dinner” and
the “business trip”. Relationships and interac-
tions are instantiated in the same way as pro-
posed in the model layer but between concrete
context entities and the user.
As our framework is based on the enabling

infrastructure of the Personal Web [7], the
identification personal web-enabled context in-
stances, the relationships among them, and
user’s interactions are based on the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) [1, 5]. Instances
of actual implementations of RDF are the
OpenLike protocol supported by Google and
the Open Graph Protocol (OGP) proposed by
Facebook. Both protocols focus on capturing
relationships among users by defining “like” in-
teractions with web entities [4, 13]. Context
entities are represented as web object nodes in



an RDF graph (e.g., data entities, services). In
the same way, the edge between a pair of en-
tity nodes can represent a semantic relationship
between these two context entities. These re-
lationships are driven by the user through per-
sonal interactions. New interactions link new
data or new services to the user’s personal web
sphere. The semantics of these personal con-
text instances are defined using RDF proper-
ties. Moreover, mechanisms based on RDF can
be used by personal web sensors to discover rel-
evant context entities according to the context
definition of the user’s personal web sphere.

3.2 User-
Driven Monitoring Feedback
Loops

By dynamically upgrading personal context
models (cf. the model layer) that support the
instantiation of context entities and user’s in-
teractions (cf. the instance layer), the user con-
trols her personal web sphere to integrate new
personal data and personal services. Whenever
the user interacts with entities within a par-
ticular web domain, concrete context entities
and interactions instantiate the personal con-
text model to set up the user’s personal web
sphere accordingly.
Inspired by the autonomic element of auto-

nomic computing and its application to the en-
gineering of adaptive systems [2, 6], we propose
a context management infrastructure where the
user acts as the central part of the controller.
By selecting interactions from the available set
of interactions with entities of the real world,
the user acts as the planner of the feedback
loop. Interactions performed by the user are
contextual events that triggers the modifica-
tion of personal context models. These mod-
ifications are performed by the context model
executor according to the user’s interactions.
When interactions imply the addition of new
types of context entities to the personal model
(cf. model layer), the context model checkers
control the instantiation of the general meta-
model (cf. concept layer). While the user is
browsing the web, the context monitor uses the
corresponding personal context model to dis-
cover, through “RDF sensors”, potential per-
sonal web-enabled context entities according to

her matters of concern (e.g., the anniversary
dinner and the business trip). Then, the ana-
lyzer correlates information from context enti-
ties with properties of the corresponding per-
sonal context model to identify a set of relevant
interactions between the user and these entities
of the real world. The user can also act as part
of the analyzer by selecting as relevant, interac-
tions automatically identified as non-relevant.

4 Discussion and Future
Work

Our ongoing research focuses on the validation
of available technologies for the implementa-
tion of our context management framework.
Empirical evaluation is also required to assess
the impact of the proposed approach in sup-
porting the vision of the Personal Web.
This paper proposes a dynamic context man-

agement approach to assist the user in the in-
tegration of personal data and personal ser-
vices into her personal web sphere. This way,
we contribute to the realization of a dynamic
Personal Web Link by modifying, at run-time,
the models that drive the discovery of personal
web-enabled entities (personal context entities)
and guide the interactions between the user and
these context entities. With respect to model-
ing aspects of personal web domains, modeling
artifacts are implemented at three di!erent lev-
els of abstraction as proposed for the Personal
Web [7]. Feedback loops play an important role
to guarantee consistency among these layers of
abstractions. Between the two lowest layers,
the model and the concept layer, context model
checkers (implemented as feedback loops) mon-
itor transformations in personal context models
to check the properties of the resulting models
with respect to the conceptual properties repre-
sented by general context-meta models and the
corresponding domain-specific ontologies. Be-
tween the instance layer and the model layer,
the relation is twofold. First, a top-down in-
teraction enables the context model executor
from the instance layer to trigger transforma-
tions of the personal context models defined
by the model layer. Second, changes in per-
sonal context models modify the set of poten-
tial personal web-enabled entities to be mon-



itored by the context monitor. Whenever a
personal context model transformation is per-
formed, context model checkers perform the
validation against conceptual models defined
by the bottom layer. It is important to point
out that not all the interactions performed by
the user will trigger transformations in personal
context models. The user could integrate new
personal data or services that are instances of
existing types in the actual personal context
models.
With respect to architectural concerns, ev-

ery element of the framework should be de-
signed independently to support distribution.
Enabling infrastructure of the Personal Web is
required to be deployed either at the server
domain, at the client domain or distributed
on di!erent processing nodes. For support-
ing architectural decisions, control-based ref-
erence models and reference architectures pro-
vide valuable guidelines for the implementation
of dynamic monitoring infrastructure [11].
Finally, more research on self-adaptive

service-oriented systems is required to lever-
age the user experience in the Personal Web.
For instance, dynamic sensing infrastructure
for discovering smart services based on dy-
namic service selection must be integrated to
provide the user with a richer set of resources
from the Smart Internet, beyond personal web-
enabled context entities discovered from web
pages [11, 9].
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